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Inside this issue: 

 I guess it’s time that I try to clarify some infor-
mation about Scents & Nonscents.  The last 
couple issues have been a major problem for 
me, and I think not everyone understands the 
schedule that I attempt to keep and why.   

It usually gets tweaked in two months, May 
and November due to the May trials and the 
early meeting date in November (Thanksgiving 
move-up).   

The rest of the time I try very hard to stick to 
the following deadlines.  Next, I do all the edit-
ing, writing of articles and actual ‘putting to-
gether’ of the newsletter.  That takes at least 
two to three days, possibly more when there is 
a big issue,  and is why I need to have all re-
ports, articles, statistics, notices, etc. by  the 
FIFTH of the month.  I try to have the issue 
finished and ‘out’ by the TENTH of the month.  
When I do not get the material by the fifth, it 
makes it very difficult to meet the tenth dead-
line. 

Both deadlines occur in order that I may get the 
newsletter out at least 7 to 14 days ahead of the 
meeting.  This is because it also serves as the 
monthly reminder of the General Meeting and 
carries the Minutes.  It usually goes up on the 
website a day  or so after I finish the actual 
typing and writing.  That publishing was re-
quested by the Board many years ago, and I’ve 
tried faithfully to adhere to it.  

After it is proofread by Lisa Frankland, she 
sends it back to me with any corrections or 
additions if she has some.  We discuss space 
issues all the time.  As I’m often still scroung-
ing for good articles, or the reports, or lord help 
me, the minutes.  

I take a printed copy to the training site where 
Allie Wimber does the copying and printing of 
the hardcopy issues that are sent out to some of 
our members and, at least in the past, to the 
local veterinarians.  I would suggest that hard-
copy also be sent to the various petstores in the 
Albuquerque area as it would get our name and 

message out in front of more people who might 
send us some students.  It means more copies, 
but it gets us some free advertising, something 
we always need. 

So what goes into the newsletter?  A major 
reason for even having it is that it carries the 
Minutes of the general meeting so those are of 
great importance.   

Next, I try to get reports from all the TDs and 
the President so that club members are up to 
date on what’s going on in the areas that most 
interest them.  Then the Brags are put in and 
any pictures of events or accomplishments are 
put into the mockup.  The photos often need to 
be tweaked a bit, cropped, flipped, etc.  Did 
that picture you sent look a little different from 
what appeared?  That’s because I play with 
them a bit (it’s called editing) to improve the 
lighting or balance the articles, etc.  After that 
come the articles, results from any of our trials 
that are provided to me, newsnotes on the latest 
upcoming events, little items that may be of 
interest to members, and reprints of articles that 
I’ve found or ‘filler’ items such as poetry, 
jokes, or my own silly ideas such as the word 
find puzzle that I put in a couple issues ago. 

The Newsletter is generally committed to 12 
pages with the cover/address page being the 
twelfth.  We need to have an even number of 
pages for reproduction/copying.  If we go over 
this limit, we have to pay extra postage.  This is 
why we no longer put in a lot of the flyers that 
we receive.  Those are now found on the web-
site which has freed up about two pages.  They 
are also often found on the Yahoogroups list 
and would be repetitive in the newsletter.   

 

Often I have enough to fill the twelve pages, 
but not always so ARTICLES are sorely 
sought.  I very rarely turn down a member’s 
written article (that is, written by them), and I 
often paraphrase or excerpt from other sources.  
In some cases I have to request permission to 
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How to Contribute: 

SDOC’s newsletter 
“Scents & Nonscents” 
is published 11 times 

per year. 
Contributions are 

welcome at any time, 
provided they are in 
an electronic format 
(*.txt, *.doc, *.jpg, 

*.tiff) and received by 
the deadline. 

Send your items and 
ideas to the Editor. 

Laurel Drew 

873-1729 or 

elliegreyhound 
@yahoo.com 

 

Deadline for each 
issue is the 5.th of 

each month! 
 

Information is 
believed correct at 
the time of printing, 
however the Editor 
and staff bear no 
responsibility for 

errors or omissions. 

 

 The Editor is deeply 
indebted to Lisa 

Frankland for Co-
Editing,  and Allie 

Wimber for copying 
and mailing, and to 

Clinton Wolf for 
posting to the Club’s 

website. 

SDOC Class Schedules and Notes 

For full information concerning up-coming classes whether obedience or 
agility, please refer to the Sandia Dog Obedience Club website.  It is found 
at                              http://www.sdocnm.org                                                     
Call Betty Pearson at 898-2706 to sign up for classes.  
ALL TRAINERS MUST STILL SIGN UP FOR CLASSES, EVEN IF THEY ARE GETTING 

ONE FREE.  

Brags, Brags and More Brags 
Any venue, any breed 

 Barb Mitchell has a new Golden Retriever puppy, Vintage Wired For Sound,  
aka Jazz!  I can vouch for his cuddle and friendly factors.  He could almost make 
me want a Golden! 

 Barb and Fag’n Golden took HIT 2 days at the  Durango KC trials.  Major Con-
gratulations even tho Barb say she’d rather have had a UDX leg. 

 Susan Neal’s Canadian and Grand Champion Leo earned his MACH title recent-
ly in Amarillo.  How about that—A Triple Crown (sorta)!!! 

 Juan and Nancy Griego are thrilled to report that their Rottweiler, Redondo’s 
Thunder, finished his Grand Championship at the May shows with one major 
BOB and two major Select Dog wins.  He earned a 
total of 6 major wins, all of them over nationally 
ranked Champions, and most exciting of all, ALL 
while handled by his owner!!  You go Thunder!! 

 Leo Abordo reports that while she was home with 
13! puppies, her home-bred 
Bladerunner went to the Borzoi Na-
tionals and went BOB in confor-
mation, quite the event!  She is the 
first Best In Field (lure coursing 
title) and only Open Field (live game) Borzoi to 
win a National BOB.  She shall henceforth be 
known as SBISS BIF DC Oxata Avalong Switchblade CGC, FCh., DCh, SC, 
RTD.  Her litter brother was BOS in the Dual Champion Sweepstakes, and her 
half-sister was BOB in the LGRA race meet!  Wonderful weekend, and Leo did-
n’t even get to see it!  Photo appears elsewhere in this newsletter. 

 

  

Baby 
JAZZ 
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Newsnotes From the Neighborhood 
Your Editor 

Training Year 
(per the SDOC 

Training 
Regulations) 

For these 
purposes, the 

training year will 
be from 

December 1 to 
November 30 of 

the following 
year. The total 
hours of any 
class which 
begins on or 

before December 
1 will be credited 
to the following 
training year. 

SDOC 

WEBSITE 

ADDRESS 

IS 

www.sdocnm.org 

 

Be Sure to Check 
the Website for 
complete class 

information , class 
applications  and 
special updates. 

We have it straight from the horse’s mouth (or should  that be dog’s?).  There is a bad 
bout of kennel cough going around in Albuquerque, and at least one dog is thought to 
have picked it up at SDOC.  Efforts are being made to thoroughly sanitize the site, but as 
a precaution, be sure your dogs are up to date on all shots and be aware of any coughing 
or runny noses in your dogs.  This goes for anywhere you take your pets, not just SDOC.   
 
Our upcoming Obedience, Rally and Agility and Conformation matches will be on 
August 29 and 30.  Agility will be held on Sat. the 29th, and all the other activities 
on August 30.  We will definitely need stewards (this is the perfect time for you new-
comers to hone your skills!) and probably need some more judges too.  Contact Lisa 
Frankland, (lisa42@comcast.com) for details, and to either offer to judge or find out 
who is stewarding chief.  This is the perfect time to get a run in for your dog before 
the trials in the very place where the trials will be held.  I hear that we may even 
have the same ring configurations which is also a plus.   Contact Phyllis for ques-
tions on the Agility match (kenphyllcollier@msn.com). 
 
There will be a Barn Hunt Fun Day on June 12 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the Sheriff’s 
Posse Grounds.  First up will be a demonstration of  how the dogs hunt, followed by 
practice for dogs that want to try this.  That will be followed by a clinic on the sport, then 
more practice, another clinic, and yet more practice.  Contact Dee Falk at 
(deefalk@yahoo.com) for details.  The entry form with ‘entry fees’ should be available on 
our website. 
 
If you haven’t checked out the Powerpoint Presentation on the obedience rules changes 
that will go into effect Dec. 1, do so.  It’s the clearest presentation I’ve seen for the rules 
and features a number of pictures which should help clarify what is said.  What’s nice is 
that Pam Sehmer and Diller Chinese Crested are featured in one photo.  If you want to 
check it out, it’s under the Utility Directed Retrieve explanation.  Wish I had that nice 
straight go. 
 
Don’t forget our Ice Cream Social at the June meeting!  You bring the toppings, the 
Club brings the ice cream.  One of our very yummiest meeting of the year!!! 
 
 
Don’t forget our Facebook Page either!  First set up a Facebook account for yourself.  
Then simply go to the Facebook page and type in Sandia Dog Obedience in the Search 
box and select the group.  Once you have a Facebook account it should be fairly simple. 



To register for 
any Agility 

class, contact: 
Stephanie 
Koretsos at 
bixbyb@ 

aol.com  

Or 828-9660 
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To register for 
any Obedience 
class, contact: 

Betty Pearson 

At 898-2706 

 

REMINDER: 

Drills cost $7 
per dog per 

session. 

Scribblings 
By Laurel Drew 

Having an entire blank page to fill, I decided to put in a few of my scribblings.  I write short ‘thoughts’, po-
etry, descriptions and such just for fun.  So here are a few…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dreams           

Nose sniffs 

Paws twitch 

Muscles bunch, extend 

Little yips and tail thumps 

Sides heave, eyelids wriggle 

Then all is quiet 

Doggy dreams 

 

Late at night, light burning bright 
Words drip from my pen 
Then at noon, I meet my doom 
Rewrites start again. 
I scribble, they dribble 
I write, they fight 
An Editor’s  life. 
               --Laurel E. Drew 

A greyhound lies glowing in the sun, 

 Muscles outlined by shadow, 

Strong and lean. 

It rises, turns magic circles 

On the couch, 

Lies down again, sighs-- 

So much for exercise. 

                        --Laurel E. Drew 
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Join SDOC’s 

YAHOO! group: 
SandiaDogOC
@yahoogroups

.com  
Contact 

Rosemary Burtch 
at 

rosybee@earthli
nk.net with 
questions 

Want to become 
a member? Get 
an application in 
the lobby at the 
Club building, or 
download from 
the SDOC web 

site! 

Minutes of General Meeting, May, 2015 
By Karen Naughton  

Minutes of General Meeting, April, 2015 
By ??? 

Not Received 

Obedience Director’s Tidbits 
By Toi Tschohl 

Not Received 

The meeting was called to order at 7: 03 PM.   
Roll call of Officers and Board members:  Absent were Recording Secretary Karen 
Naughton, Corresponding Secretary Estelle Metz, Board member Michell Lomassen and 
Board member Suzanne Ratchner. Present were President Jeff Robb, Vice President 
Karen Provine, Treasurer Betty Pearson nad Board members Terri Brown and Pam 
Sehmer. 
The a motion to approve the minutes of the April General meeting was made by Barba-
ra Peterson and seconded by Terri Brown, the motion was passed. 
President's Report: Many thanks were expressed for all of those who worked our 
Spring Obedience Trial, especially Mark Brownstein (Trial Chair), Terri Brown (Chief 
Ring steward for Saturday and Sunday shows), and all of those who stewarded, set up 
and tore down equipment, along with the small arm that took on all of the various jobs 
necessary to make our show a success.  The President reported receiving a very com-
plimentary thank you note from an out of town exhibitor and good evaluation by the 
AKC rep who was present. 
The president attended a meeting aimed at forming a NM Dog Federation similar to 
one in Colorado.  Attendance was disappointing, but Bob DeYoung of RGKC wants to 
push forward wit his project.  The president urges anyone interested to please get in-
volved. 
Thanks were made to Jon Clendenin & Len Stans for getting the swamp coolers up & 
running.  They will be installing LED lighting in 1 of the fixtures n the training room and 
ask for members feedback. 
                                                                       Continued page 10 
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To order SDOC 
t-shirts and 
sweatshirts, 

contact Estelle 
Metz 

Stay warm or 
be cool, in 

style! 

The Prez Sez 
By Jeff Robb 

May has come and gone now.  It certainly was a busy month for many of us.  Once again I want 
to thank everyone for all their hard work on our Obedience Trial.  Mark Brownstein was our Trial 
Chair, and Terri Brown was responsible for the stewards for Saturday and Sundays shows ( as 
well as so much more) – many, man thanks to you both; while everything you did may not have 
been obvious to the exhibitors, I do recognize the great effort involved. The Trial was very much 
appreciated by exhibitors, both local and from out of state.  I had a lot of very nice complements 
including a very nice e-mail fro a Tucson exhibitor who loved the venue, layout and all the people 
involved.  An AKC Rep who was in attendance also was quite complimentary.  Such success is due 
to the work of all of you who pitched in and made it such a good experience for all, thank you 
very much.  We hired a Trial Secretary for this Trial (Nancy Culley) who did a very nice job, even 
though we all made mistakes based on our long time dependence on Pam Sehmer (thank you 
again Pam for all the years you did the Secretary's job so well.) 
 
During the Rio Grande KC shows I attended a meeting that was the launching of an effort to crat-
ed a New Mexico Dog Federation. The idea is based on a successful organization in Colorado.  Our 
intent is to provide a united voice from the pure bred dog and dog sports communities in New 
Mexico when we all need to address the legislature regarding bills/laws we have interests in.  If 
you are willing to get involved, or have previous experience dealing with the legislature or local 
government, please contact me. 
 
John Clendenin and Len Stans are looking into replacing our lighting in the training room. The 
current fluorescent lighting is expensive ad time consuming to maintain. They plan to replace 1 or 
2 of th current fixtures with LED lighting, so when you notice the change, please let them/me 
know how you like it(or don't). 
 
This year we did not put on the Los Ranchos Canine Celebration due to Memorial Day weekend 
coming so early and many folks being tired out from our show followed by the Durango KC show.  
Also. I was preoccupied with other issues. 
We had a very windy May, leaving lots of trash and weeds in and around our parking areas.  I'd 
like to ask everyone to help spruce up our club.  When you come to SDOC, take a few seconds to 
pick up a piece or two of trash/pick a weed or two.  If everyone does a little, we can look much 
better, and make a nicer impression on our students and the public. 
 
An issue has arisen that I feel must be addressed.  Please do not harass the class Registrars 
about vaccination records. Our Training Regulations (Obedience as well as Agility) require all stu-
dents to provide veterinarian receipts establishing current vaccinations for all dogs attending our 
classes.  The Registrars do not have a choice in this matter, they are bound by the Training Regs.  
Also, state law does make the same requirement of all dog related businesses, which we are.  The 
same requirement for vaccinations also applies to drills and skills , so please do not harass in-
structors when you are asked to provide these records. 
 
Don't forget that our Ice Cream Social is scheduled for the June General Meeting this year (That is 
how it was published in the roster).  SDOC will provide ice cream, please bring toppings, fruit, 
baked goods, whatever you like with ice cream.   See you there! 
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SDOC Board 
Meetings are 
held on the 

Tuesday prior 
to General 

Membership 
meetings at the 
SDOC Training 

Building. 
Minutes are 
available for 
review by 

contacting the 
Recording 

Secretary at 
kknaughton@g

mail.com 

 or at any 
General 

Membership 
meeting. 

Results from the RGKC May Trials 

Novice A 

No SDOC qualifiers 

Novice B 

Jody Head                      Konrad  Bouvier   (Sunday)                                            
Sherry Rogers           Enchantment Rottweiler  (Sat and Sun)                                          
Ann Callahan            Dulce  Rottweiler  (Sat and Sun)                                           
Terry Anderson            Warrior  Poodle   (Sat  3rd and Sun)                                  
Linda Smith            Kix  Papillon   (Sat and Sun)                                           
Donna Sloan            Zorro  Min. Pin.  (Sat and Sun) 

Open A 

Only 1 dog qualified in Open A on Sat. or Sun. combined!!  Wha’ hoppn’ folks?? 

Open B 

Dora Chessy          Kona  Rottweiler  (Sunday)                                               
Dede Brownstein          Elke  Rottweiler  (Saturday                                         
Barb Mitchell          Fag’n  Golden Ret.  (Sunday)                                              
Linda Kipp          Raisin  Border Collie  (Sat and Sun)                                          
Hallie Ray         Zia   Sheltie   ((Sunday)                                              
Rennie Fietz         Benjamin  Toy Poodle  (Saturday)                                 
  

Utility A 

No SDOC dogs qualified, and in fact, on Saturday not a single dog qualified! 

Utility B 

Dede Brownstein         Elke  Rottweiler  (Sat and Sun)                                       
Maggie Gee         ??   Golden Ret.  (Sat and Sun)                                        
Barb Mitchell         Fag’n  Golden Ret.  (Sat and Sun)                                     
Linda Kipp         Raisin  Border Collie  (Sunday)                                          
Rennie Fietz         Benjamin  Toy Poodle  (Sat and Sun) 

Graduate Open 

No SDOC dogs entered 

Versatility 

 No SDOC dogs entered. 

Beginner Novice A 

Karen Naughton         Domino  St. Schnauzer  (Sat 1st and Sun2nd)                           

Beginner Novice B 

Ann Hodde         Pixie  German Shepherd (Sunday)                                          
Toi Tschohl         Dancer  Border Collie  (Sunday)                                                 
Lyn Melin         Tuff’n  Border Terrier  (Sunday)                                              
Julie Brozek         Seiji  Havanese  (Sat and Sun) 

 



 
Has your dog 
accomplished 

something 
new? E-mail all 
the details to 
the Editor. 

AND—if there’s 
a “CH” or “X” 
anywhere in 

that title, please 
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Officers, Board of Directors & Others  2015 
Members of the Board:  
Officers: 
President:  Jeff Robb 
Vice President: Karen Provine 
Treasurer: Betty Pearson 
Corresponding Secretary: Estelle Metz 
Recording Secretary: Karen Naughton 
Board of Directors:  Pam Sehmer,  
Terri Brown, Michele Lommasson, Su-
zanne Ratchner 
 

Ongoing Programs:  
Obedience Director: Toi Tschohl 
Agility Director:  Peggy Chandler &  
Barb Peters 
Tracking Director:   
Editor: Laurel Drew 
Production Staff: Lisa Frankland and 
Allie Wimber  
Web Wizard: Clint Wolf 
Maintaince Progjects:  John Clendenin 

Thank you one and all! 

More Brags!! 
 Laurel Drew reports that her greyhound, Ellie, finished her Ch over Memorial Day 

weekend up in Wyoming.  In a pretty fantastic weekend, Ellie, who has been hunting 
that last major for a couple years, finished on Friday.  Requested by competitors  to  
stay in the classes so that the major would not be broken, she won the following two 
days as well, going BOS over Champions on Sunday.  She is now known as Ch. 
Suntiger Fleetfield Bella, JC aka the Brat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Borzoi Bladerunner pictured go-
ing BIF to finish both her FCh. 
And DC.  Photo by Shiri Hoshen, 
DVM 

See what happens when you leave me too much 
space?  Cinderellla at 4 weeks.  I like them bold 
and curious and smart.  That’s her! 
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 Barb 
Peterson and  

Peggy 
Chandler, 

Agility 
Directors can 
be reached 

at  
AgilityDirecto

r@ 
SDOCNM.org 

Or 

bixbyb@aol.c
or 

828-9660 

Here are a couple of little poems that I found in a darling little book recently.  The book 
is titled Dog Blessings, A Collection of Poems, Quotes, Facts, and Myths.  The auther is 
Bob Lovka , illustrated by Setsu Broderick.  Bowtie Press, Irvine, CA, 2002. 

The Puppy’s Home Recipe 

Take one house, 

Fill it with four little legs, supporting a bundle of fur 

Mix in 

One tiny tail (of the wagging variety) 

A dose of milky-scented breath (warmed) 

Toss in a near-mouthful of prickly-pincher teeth 

And what you have is a home. 

 

Six Little Dog Blessings You Probably Take For Granted 

1. The cold wet nose alarm clock in the morning. 

2. The traipsing to be with you for no reason at all. 

3. Little tickling foot licks 

4. The feel of the coat and the sound of the breathing 

5. Being there...no matter what happens. 

6. Coming back for more play, more love, or more attention even after you’ve been bad 
tempered. 

 

“History is full of more examples of the fidelity of dogs than of friends.” 

                                                                   —Alexander Pope 
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DOUBLE 

Q 

 Hot weather has descended witih a vengeance so class times are getting either earlier in the morning or later in 
the evening.  Check the website for the latest updates as things are changing. 

Thanks to John Welby for a wonderful new teeter!  We couldn’t figure out why our dogs were so high up until 
we realized how bowed our old one was.  Now it will match what they experiment with at trials.  It is impossi-
ble to thank John enough for keeping our equipment safe and sound! 

With so many instructors traveling and competing through the summer, we are offering standard 8-week 
courses only for the Foundational classes.  BUT, we have a great array of punchcard skills classes to meet the 
needs of virtually every student.  One exciting addition is a Wednesday night skills class taught by Laura 
Echevarria.  It is designed for teams that already compete at the Novice or Open level, as well as those teams 
that want to begin to enter trials.  A great new opportunity! 

      The Heats On, But Stay Cool! 

               Barb Petersen   505-401-4134 

President asked that members not harass our Registrars (Agility & Obedience) about vaccination records.  
SDOC Training Regulations require proof of current vaccinations and ther Registrars are just doing what is 
required of them.  Also, state law requires current vaccination proof for businesses such as SDOC.  The Reg-
istrars are just doing their jobs, please do not give them a hard time.  Further, Instructors are also bound by 
the Training Regs and do not have the authority to countermand them. 
Vice President's Report: nothing to report 
Treasurer”s Report 
 Income: $9557.91 
 Expenses: $6514.40 
 Net: $3043.51 
No reports from the Recording or Corresponding Secretaries, as they were not present (medical issues pre-
vented their attendance). 
No reports from Board members 
Obedience Training Director's Report:  Deb Tabor will teach a Novice Drill class, please see the web site 
for time & date.  Kim & Marco Banales will be coordinating a Conformation Show & Go at the club on July 4th 
(The Firecracker Show & Go). 
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reprint articles.  This is usually when copying something from a webzine or magazine and takes extra time.  If you submit an article/
reprint, please include the name of the magazine and what issue and pages were copied so that I can ask for that permission.  It’s 
what any responsible editor does.  Cartoons and such are copyrighted, and a number of years ago, a dog club was sued for using one 
without recognizing the artist and requesting permission.  No, they managed to settle the situation amicably, but it was a warning for 
those of us wanting to do the same. 

So, how can you help?  Be sure to get your articles, reports, etc.  in by the deadline (the fifth of the month!).  Same thing for brags.  
Send them in by the fifth, and remember, we welcome your photos of your dog accomplishing a title or something special (or some-
times just cute photos of the dogs.  Identify all the people and dogs in the photo, preferably left to right, and the name of the event 
and date if possible.   

PLEASE, send articles and reports, etc. as .doc (Microsoft) attachments to the email.  These are vastly easier to insert in the newslet-
ter as I have Microsoft.  Don’t try to send copy that is all edited and in the form of a complete page.  If these are sent as a .jpg or 
something similar, it is difficult to edit them for the space available.  If they arrive as a .doc accompanied by a .jpg of the separate 
illustrations, I can insert things as needed.  Yes, you can even tell me where you want them to appear in the article.  I’ll do my best to 
accommodate you.  You may want to notice that not all page/article space is as wide as this page due to the little boxes of 
‘permanent’ information along the sides.  That has to be allowed for when editing.   

Now maybe someone is saying, ‘well I wouldn’t have that problem!’.  If you feel that way, fine, I’d be happy to hand over the work 
to you.  I love writing and I love S&N, and when I get the materials for it on time, it’s fun.  When I don’t receive materials, it be-
comes a lot of work, either prying the material out of the expected sources.  I bless Maggie Gee who is always around with her handy 
camera because I often am not at some of the events for one reason or another, and contrary to some opinions, I DO want to include 
photos from ALL our events and people.  I also bless all those who send in articles unsolicited.  I love to get a series of articles such 
as the series Hallie Ray did.  I’ love to see more of them.  If you want to write some poetry, feel free to submit it.  I’ll probably use it 
when we have ‘filler’ space.  Not that I don’t like poetry, but reports come first.  (Hint, there is often some space of various sizes 
available.) 

I hope this helps explain why I sometimes get grumpy.  It means that I’m having to pry the information that is expected to flow regu-
larly from club members and not having much luck.  Please forgive me for that.  I just want to have the best newsletter possible! 

                                                                                                                                       Your Editor 

Agility Training Directors” Report: A work day for modifying our Agility jumps is being planned. Please 
see the website for class scheduling. 
Old Business: Tom Redmon reminded members that he is collecting donations of various things for the 
Sunflower Rescue operation in the East Mountains.  Please contact Tom to help. 
No New Businesses 
Membership: Jennifer Jeffery and Doris Hartenberger were accepted into membership on a motion made 
by Barbara Peterson and seconded by Jane Winkler, and passed by those present.  4 first readings were 
also recorded. 
Hospitality:Hospitality coordinated by Clint Wolf – thank you to all who brought tasty food 
The next General Meeting will be Friday, June 26, 2015.  The June meeting will be our Annual Ice cream 
Social; SDOC will provide ice cream, attendees are asked to being toppings, cookies, and whatever they like 
with ice cream. 
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Sandia Dog Obedience Club, Inc. 

P.O. Box 93053 
Albuquerque, NM 87199 

Teaching People and their Dogs 
for over 50 years. 

Prsrt Std 
US Postage 

PAID 
Permit 759 

Albuquerque NM 

(505) 888-4221 

Visit us on the web: 
http://www.sdocnm.org 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

 

 

Upcoming Club Meetings 
More details... 

Future General Membership Meetings (in 
the SDOC training building) - always at 
7:00 p.m.  
May 30 
June 26 
July 31 
August 28 
September 25 
October 30  (Halloween Party) 
November 20 
December 18  (Christmas Party) 

F uture Board Meetings (in the Office at 
the SDOC training building) - always 
at 6:30 p.m. 

May 27 
June 23   (Ice Cream Social) 
July 28 
August 25 
September 22 
October 27 
November 17 
December 15 

Remember: see http://calendar.yahoo.com/sdoc_events for local events. 


